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Abstract

This paper addresses a novel noise-compensation scheme to solve the mismatch problem between training and testing 
condition fbr the automatic speech recognition (ASR) system, specifically in car environment. The conventional spectral 

subtraction schemes rely on the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) such that attenuation is imposed on that part of the spectrum 

that appears to have low SNR, and accentuation is made on that part of high SNR. However, these schemes are based 
on the postulation that the power spectrum of noise is in general at the lower level in magnitude than that of speech. 

Therefore, while such postulation is adequate for high SNR environment, it is grossly inadequate for low SNR scenarios 
such as that of car environment. This paper proposes an efficient spectral subtraction scheme focused specifically to low 

SNR noisy environment by extracting harmonics distinctively in speech spectrum. Representative experiments confirm the 
superior performance of the proposed method over conventional methods. The experiments are conducted using car 

noise-corrupted utterances of Aurora? corpus.
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I. Introduction

The mismatch between training and testing condition is 

a major problem in ASR systems. The techniques to solve 

this problem can be categorized into two principal ap
proaches. First is the spectral subtractive-type of algorithm 

performing noise suppression using short-time spectral 

amplitude, such as spectral subtraction, nonlinear spectral 
subtraction and Weiner filter. The other is the feature 

compensation algorithm such as cepstral mean normali

zation or vector Tayler series. In general, it is well known 
that spectral subtractive-type algorithm is very simple and 
efficient especially in stationary noisy environments.

This paper is about a new spectral subtractive-type 
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scheme based on the idea that even though speech is 
heavily corrupted by noise, the shape of spectral har
monics of speech is well preserved as when speech is not 
corrupted] 1,2].

The weakness of conventional spectral subtractive-type 

algorithm is identified and presented in Section 2. The 
proposed remedial approach is described in Section 3. 

In Section 4, we show the proposed method's effective
ness over conventional methods with representative 

experiments using Aurora 2. Concluding remarks are 
provided in Section 5.

II. Spectral Subtractive-type Algorithm

When speech signal x(n) is corrupted by background 
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additive noise b(n), the oom叩ted speech can be expressed as 
follows:

y( n) = x( n) + b{ n). (1)

In the frequency domain, the power spectrum of the 
noisy signal can be reperesented as:

I K^)l2 = |X0:)|2 + |3以)| 2 +x(为)• 3(矿

+ X(矿・3(矿， (2)

where k is the index of frequency bin.

2.1. Power Spectral Subtraction
In the case of power spectral subtraction, the short-time 

power spectrum of enhanced speech signal can be obtained 

by subtracting its noise estimate off from the corrupted 

speech. In Eq. (1) the terms, |剧初 2, X(&)・ * and

X아» * • B3) cannot be obtained directly and are approx- 

hnated as E[|B(^)|2], E[X(修)• B(命*) and 瓦X(0*

• B(k)] respectably, where 瓦]denotes the expectation 

oaerator. Generally, E[\B(k)\2] is estimated during the 

silence periods, and we denote it by \S(k)\2. If speech 

signal x(n) and noise signal b(n) are assumed to be 

uiicorrelated, in frequency domain the terms 瓦X(塚)• B(、E) *] 

and E[X(&) * •顼初 reduce to zero. Thus from the above 
based assumptions, the estimate of clean speech signal can 
be represented as follows:

E)|2 =
旧吧1-砰鮮

"（訪|2
(3)

with

easel： I YU)12 — 2> jS| 贝期 2

case2： I *(削 2 一 责 S(k)\ 2<.^Y(/i)\2

Note that every procedure is carried out in frame- 
by-frame basis. Instead of power spectrum, its magnitude 

spectrum can be made available. With over-subtraction 
factor a and floor factor & this algorithm regularizes the 

trade-off between noise reduction and residual noise. Note 
that the enhanced short-time power spectral amplitude 

I 戈(初 2 depends on a posteriori SNR[3]:

s泌婀니丫(为)|2/|虱初 2 (4)

2.2. Nonlinear Spectral Subtraction
Nonlinear spectral subtraction algorithm is as follows

[4]：

I 對)I 2 =
卩成)|2(1-携练)，if cas四 

,y9| Y(k)\2 if casei
(5)

with

case3： I Y{初2 - <?>( ^) >/3| K(初2

casei： I k(初2 — 0(訪工6| Y(k)\2

Nonlinear function 叭 R) is calculated for each frame 

and can be chosen arbitrarily to implement the notion that 

relatively greater subtraction is applied to the low SNR 
region of spectrum and less subtraction to the high SNR 
region. In this experiments, we use the following function

if easel

if

Fig니re 1. Example spectrum of a speech frame (pronunciation /oh/ by female).
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4硕)

Figure 2. (a) Spectrum of the pronunciation 'five-six너wo-nine-nine-sixFine' by female, (b) Corrupted version by 5 dB car noise, (c) 

Result of the harmonics detection.

and it is described more precisely in [4].

(难)=q 個B3, (6)

with

a《局=max |Br(^)|2 厂八
lOMrM 3

F아8 = 1—(1 — 呼招 ) 加(。min , P MAX) (8)

where i is the frame index. lin{p max) refers to a 

linear weighting function of a posteriori SNR with the 

smoothed estimate of the corrupted speech | 匕(初 2 and 

the noise estimate in Eq. (14).

Q(命——I 丫。)1,2_ (10)
I 畝)I 2 (W)

with

I予涂)]2 =，粕f 二(切 Rd-确시匕a)|2,o.iG0O.5

(11)

In general, the spectral amplitude of speech components 
(e.g. spectral harmonics) is higher than that of noise or 
the side lobes among harmonics so that those algorithms 
are rather suitable for reasonably high SNR (about 15〜20 
dB) noisy speech cases. However, it appears that in the 
case of low SNR environments (especially 0〜10 dB), such 
that when the noise level is as close in amplitude as that 
of speech, there occurs unnecessarily subtracted speech 
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region or less subtracted noisy region in noisy speech 
spectrum. Consequently, instead of the mundane use of 
SNR as a measure for subtraction, we need a new and 

better measure for activating the subtraction procedure. 
In particular, the subtraction over spectrum requires a more 
accurate measure than mere SNR in order to apply the 
subtraction rule, which is selective to speech-dominant 
region vs. noise-dominant region of spectrum.

III. Proposed Algorithm

3.1. Speech Dominant Region vs. Noise Nominant 
Region

In speech, it is observed that the voiced speech segment 
has peaks positioned periodically in spectrum due to the 

vibration of vocal cords. These points are very critical in 
speech sound perception. Figure 1 illustrates this phe

nomenon with a sample spectrum of speech frame 
capturing the pronunciation /oh/ in one utterance contained 

in Axirora2 corpus. Note that at the peaks, their amplitudes 
are far greater than the amplitudes at the points between 
adjacent small peaks, or side lobes. Also, it is observed 

that the degree of corruption by the noise in the peaks is 

not as much as the degree of corruption at the points over 
the side lobes. From this observation, it can be deduced 
that in speech spectrum, the speech-dominant regions exist 

over or near the peaks and the noise-dominant regions 
exist over or near the side lobes.

The fimdamental frequency can be obtained roughly by 
auto-correlation and then we can find the peak points from 

the roughly obtained fundamental frequency. For the 
frequency regions covering the peak points and their 
vicinity, we apply a small over-subtraction factor and large 
floor factor. In other regions, we apply a large over
subtraction factor and small floor factors. The detailed 
procedure is described in rest of Section 3.

Note that all procedxires in the proposed algorithm are 
done on a frame-by-frame basis.

3.2. Peak Points Detection and Segmentation
It is known that the spectral harmonics are located at 

the points of multiples of fundamental frequency[5]. First, 
using autocorrelation function, the indices of local maxima 

in autocorrelation values are found. Among those indices, 
we can find the fundamental frequency by taking the 
reciprocal of the index that represents the maximum value. 
Secondly, by applying the nonlinear smoothing method 
[5], h is modified to better reflect the true fundamental 

frequency. This algorithm works well even in high degree 
noisy environment. Autocorrelation function is expressed 
as follows [6]:

©(『) =七 x( w)x(n + r) (12)

We then establish the index as for the frequency bin 
that corresponds to Using ko, the peak points (har
monics) h\ are determined as hy=k^ 力3=3左o,

hir=Lko where L is the index of the last component of 

harmonics. Using this procedure, we accomplish deter
mining all harmonics in the spectrum of input frame, 

which are assumed to be speech-dominant region. We 
illustrate the validity of the proposed method with 
spectrograms and the result of peak point detections in 
Figure 2.

For the purpose of implementing the proposed scheme 

(Section 3.4), frequency axis is divided into several 
non-overlapping bands in the following form.

[1 知"i +으+쓰 씨'卩2 阮 +쓰]....

血 T 如一| +쓸],血一| +쓸 h],[hL 气遞+ 1]

(13)

3.3. Voice Activity Detection (VAD) and Noise 
Estimation

Note that in each input frame, whether it is the speech 

frame or not, the fundamental frequency is calculated. As 
a result, the value of autocorrelation is made available at 

each frame. Since this value appears to be more effective 
measure to distinguish speech region from non-speech 
region than the mundane energy measure, so we employ 

the presence of fundamental frequancy instead of energy 
for VAD. Then, two separate procedures are employed for
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robust detection of speech vs. non-speech region. First, we 

take a logarithm to this value, and then a smoothing 
procedure is carried out. If this value is greater than the 
mean value of autocorrelation obtained during the first 5 

frames by 0.3, the relevant frame is decided as * speech 

frame*. Secondly, for frames determined as 'speech frame*, 
if the detected fundamental frequency is not in 50〜400 Hz, 

then it is concluded as * non-speech frame * once again. 

It is well known that 50〜400 Hz is considered an 
appropriate fundamental frequency range for human voice. 

Input speech is coded into 32 ms frames, with a frame

shift of 16 ms. Then short-time FFT is applied. We per
formed 256 points FFT analysis on the relevant input 

frame.

For the noise estimation, we assume that any starting 
input speech is followed by a silence or background noise 
segment corresponding to 5 frames (96 ms). In that 

duration, mean of short-time spectral amplitude at each 
frequency bin are calculated. Then, if input frame is 

determined as ^on-speech frame), the estimated noise 

spectral magnitude is updated as follows:

I瓦3)12 =喝瓦;(砌 2 +( 1 一 扁)旧,以)| 2, o.65GbM0.998

(14)

where i is the frame index and k is the index of FFT bins 

and we use 人= 0.75.
This procedure is for the purpose of applying different 

subtraction rule to the speech frame and the non-speech 

frame. It is because of the 'non-speech frame*, whose 
harmonics components cannot be determined. Consequently, 

the proposed scheme is inappropriate to ^on-speech 
frames*.

Fig니re 3. An ill니stration abo나t implementing over-subtraction 

factor to FFT bins.

3.4. Spectral Subtraction
Based on the result of VAD procedure, we apply 

different subtraction rule.

3.4.1. Speech Frame

In order to implement the proposed scheme, we 
designed following simple linear function.

-If k^［l 们］or 殆［们—i + 一亨 h J. then

Y야初 = 으?프——气—\ （仞 — 冷）+ aMAX （15）
仞十1+씃）

难）= 8件"览 （知_々）顼血. （16）

仞—（们—1 + -产）

- If 丿니们 久+-导］ or k^hL 项”专”如. + 1］ then

但)=
0M4X — °min

如一加—1 +
（仞一后）+。min - (17)

Table 1. Word accuracy in mis-matched traing condition (%),

SbR Baseline SS SSJ) NSS NSSJ) Proptml
어 ean 99.02 98.78 98.78 98.75 9875 98.81

20 dB 97.97 98.27 98.51 98.18 98.21 98.36

15 dB 94.24 97.08 97.55 97.26 97.20 97.52

10 dB 78.17 91.59 94.15 93.95 93.83 94.66

5 dB 42.59 79.39 81.78 84.61 84.49 85.00

0 dB 14.67 31.26 50.58 54.64 54.49 56.13

-5 dB 9.25 10.47 17.78 17.95 17.86 20.52

Avg. 69.79 79.52 84.51 85.73 85.64 86.33
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a아初= § \〈炽一险+ Bmax. (18)
如一(S +씃)

X R) applies the maximum over-subtraction factor to the 

middle point at each components. Then, over-subtraction 
factors of points exist in the interval between those points 

are interpolated linearly. Figure 3 illustrates a shape of 

/(^) which of fimdamental frequency is about 156 Hz 

when sampling rate is 8 kHz and 1,024 points FFT 

analysis is applied.
On the contrary, (5(A) applies the maximum floor factor 

to each harmonic component and the minimuin floor factor 
to the middle point at each component. Then, other floor 
factors between those points are generated by linear 

interpolation. The proposed subtraction rule can be 
represented as follows:

加)i니m삐if써鄒), if c娅 (19)

(^(^)1 X^)l2 if caseG

with

case5： I Y(k)\2-X^)l 2> 3(砌 Y(k)\2 
ge6： I珏初2“(钏 制舫12我(钏丫(初2

The value of parameters used are as follows:

a MAX = 5, & min = 2, B MAX = 0.2, B min = 0.05 (20)

3.4.2. Non-speech Frame

We applied the subtraction rule as same as conventional 

method using Eq. (1) with aMAX,们血诅 Eq. (14).

IV. Experimental Results

4.1. Experimental Conditions
In these experiments, utterances corrupted by car noise 

nnong Aurora? corpus are used. For comparison, spectral 
subtraction algorithm[7] and no미inear spectral subtraction 

ilgorithm[4] are evaluated. Throughout all experiments, 
the VAD procedure and the noise estimation procedure are 
lhe same as the proposed method. Fin이ly, for each 

algorithm, the enhanced speech signals are recovered by 
overlap-and-add manner followed by inverse FFT on 
frame-by-frame basis. Then, all performances are evaluated.

In Table 1, the meanings of the each abbreviation are 
as follows:

-*SS*: general power spectral subtraction.
・'SS_D': general power spectral subtraction + different 

subtraction rule.
-*NSS*: nonlinear spectral subtraction.

-'NSS_D': nonlinear spectral subtraction + different sub
traction rule.

Experiments are evaluated with different subtractions 
rule as it s applied in the proposed method. That is, if the 
input frame is decided as * non-speech frame,, we applied 

the rule in section 3.4.2 which is the conventional 
subtraction rule Eq. (1) with the over-subtraction factor 

ct max and floor factor 们両・

4.2. Experimental Results
'Avg' denotes the mean value of word accuracy over 

0〜20 dB. From the Table 1, the proposed method is seen 

effective at low SNR cases. The average word accuracy 
of the proposed method also shows that it is superior over 

other spectral subtraction approaches.

V. Conclusions

This paper proposes an efficient spectral subtraction 

scheme focused to specifically low SNR noisy environ

ments by distinguishing the speech-dominant segment 
from the noise-dominant segment in speech spectrum. 
Consequently we let the shape of the spectral harmonics 
be preserved more clearly in noisy environments, which 
are very critical in speech sound perception. Representa
tive experiments confirm the superior performance of the 
proposed method to conventional methods. In particular, 
the proposed method is seen effective at low SNR cases 

(< 10 dB). The average word accuracy of the proposed 
method also shows that it is superior to other recently 
introduced approaches. The experiments are conducted 
using car noise-corrupted utterances of A니rora2 corpus.
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